
Aired Community Issues
The following is a list of some of the more significant community
issues addressed by this/these station(s) for the quarter specified.
This listing is by no means complete, nor is the order in which these
issues appear, intended to imply any degree of priority or
significance of the issues.

QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST FOR STATION (S) KYUK- AM & FM

Quarter of 2023: □ 1ST X 2ND □3RD □4TH

ISSUE DESCRIPTION: Bethel Fish and Game Advisory Committee considers
plans for a moose hunt

PROGRAM SEGMENT: Science & Environment DATE/TIME: Apr 12, 2023
2:16pm DURATION 02:14

DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT: On Monday the Bethel Fish and Game Advisory
Committee held elections and heard new proposals on hunting and game
regulation.

ISSUE DESCRIPTION: Tuluksak students compete in the Native Youth
Olympics Bethel Invitational despite challenges faced in their
community



PROGRAM SEGMENT: Sports DATE/TIME: Apr 5, 2023 1:48am DURATION:
2:13

DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT: Tuluksak has faced several challenges in the
past few years, including a fire that wiped out the washeteria in
January 2021 and the recent water line break from the water plant.
Those challenges didn’t stop the village’s Native Youth Olympics
(NYO) team from traveling to Bethel and competing. The two-day
invitational meet was held on March 31 and April 1.

ISSUE DESCRIPTION: Newtok residents say a portion of the public
school will be demolished this summer

PROGRAM SEGMENT: Public Safety DATE/TIME: May 2 ,2023, 8:11pm
DURATION: 4:23

DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT: For years, residents in Newtok expected
severe erosion along the Ninglick River to render the community’s
school useless. But it was a generator fire in January that has kept
students in the Y-K Delta village from attending regular classes for
months. The school was also the center of Newtok’s social events.
People played pickup basketball games in the gym. Now residents in
Newtok have nowhere to gather.

ISSUE DESCRIPTION: Chevak Native Village joins others in federal



lawsuit against Donlin

PROGRAM SEGMENT: Politics DATE/TIME: June 9 , 2023 12:32am
DURATION: 1:26

DESCRIPTION OF SEGMENT: The number of Kuskokwim River Tribes
challenging the federal permits for the Donlin Gold project in court
has doubled from three to six. They say that the process was flawed
and that Tribal consultation was inadequate. They want the court to
order the federal government to take a closer look.


